The Z identification was perfonned on 6E-E maps as described elsewhere,lO and kinetic-energy distributions were obtained for each atomic number. To obtain y-multiplicities, the coincident y-spectra were corrected for random events (~ 10%) and then unfolded using a carefully adjusted response function and the absolute efficiency of the Na] -det ecto rs.
When norillal ized to the mnnber of s i Ilg1es events j n the gating Z mId kinetic-energy region, the unfolded y-spectra can be integrated to give the average y-multiplicities.
The fragment-kinetic energy spectra, in the vicinity of the grazing angle and for fragments close in Z to the projectile, exhibit two peaks. )'he higher energy peak is called "quasi-elastic" and the lower energy peak is called "relaxed" or "deep-inelastic". As At Z = 10 a third window including the "elastic" peak was used. At 90° only the relaxed component was present.
In The intrinsic angular momentum is taken as twice the y-multiplicity. in which the cll"ivoing force for this reaction is doir<Kted towards low(~r Z's for the lower Q,-waves and towards symmetry for the higher Q,-waves. For the quasi-elastic data of Fig. 3 , as one moves away from the Z of the proj ectile, the t-.\ rise very rapidly from extremely low values to around the "rolling" limit. It is tempting to relate such a rapid increase in M with the corresponding rapid decrease in kinetic y energy of the quasi-elastic peak as one moves fromZ = 10 towards lower Z's. The dependence of both kinetic energies and y-multiplicities seems to be consistent with that predicted by a direct mass transfer (dashed line in Fig. 3) . 4 It is possible that other mechanisms are in effect,especially close toZ = 10, where the "direct" mechanism would
give smaller y-multipliciUes and larger kinetic energies than observed. ' .
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